Car system wiring

The electrical wiring in a car is a system of colour-coded wires called the loom. Where several
wires run side by side they are bound together with insulating tape or plastic sleeving. Several
modern cars have separate thin wires embedded in flat plastic strips. These strips are very
compact, and are used mainly for accessories and relay controls that require little power. Wires
and bundles of wires are clipped to the bodywork to keep them out of the way. Where they run
through a hole, the sharp edges are lined with a rubber grommet. Sometimes the loom is
divided into sections joined by multi-pin plugs and sockets, so that it can be removed and
refitted section by section. Joins in individual wires are usually made with crimp connectors.
The colour on the sleeve of a connector denotes the size of wire it will take. The bared ends of
each wire are pushed into opposite ends of the metal-lined plastic sleeve, and squeezed with
crimping pliers. There are multiple sleeves or other special connectors where a wire branches
off. Wires are usually connected to components by plastic-covered terminals which push on to
a blade on the unit called a spade terminal. Use a watt iron for most work, and a watt one for
large cables, or an 8 oz g gas-heated iron. Disconnect both terminals of the battery before doing
any work on wiring other than testing. Whenever you work on the car, watch for any part of the
loom coming loose from its clips, for there is a risk of it getting trapped or burned. Always
replace wiring in its clips. Also look for grommets that have come out of their holes. The sharp
edge of the hole will soon chafe through wire insulation and cause a short circuit. If necessary,
clean contacting metal surfaces with a fine file or emery cloth. But it is better to replace the
terminal once corrosion has destroyed the surface coating. The Video Course teaches you
everything about modern cars. Nearly all types of terminals should be fitted to the wire with
crimping pliers. For additional security, you can add solder to the wire. Whenever you pull a
connection apart, look for corrosion which might cause bad contact. Engine Block 18 minutes.
Every part explained There's ridiculous detail on every part. Clearly and easily explained. All
modeled in 3D We've created the most detailed 3D model ever produced so we can show you
everything working. Start watching. Super detailed explanations in the video course 15 hours of
pro-quality, HD content with subtitles. Ignition System. If the starter does not turn the engine
although the car battery is in good condition, the fault may be a simple mechanical one or it
may be an electrical one in the starter-motor circuit. Electrical systems. If your car's instrument
panel includes an ammeter , it will tell you how well the charging system is working - the
difference between the charge going into the battery and the power being used from it. If there
is trouble without an obvious cause in any electrical component, test the circuit to find the
cause. Other than that, a problem with the ignition switch can also cause this type of problem. If
the problem runs any deeper than that, then a professional will probably have to take a look at
the vehicle. Here are the main components that can cause a car to lose electrical power:. In
modern gasoline and diesel vehicles, electrical power can come from two places: the battery
and an alternator. The purpose of the alternator is to generate electricity to run everything from
your headlights to your head while the engine is running. This is why adding a second battery
provides you with more power when the car is off and upgrading to a high output alternator
helps when it's on. When everything suddenly starts working again, that just means that the
momentary fault has passed, and power has been restored. But what can cause the power to be
cut off like that? The battery connections should always be the first suspect in this type of a
situation, both because they are the likely culprit, and because they are relatively easy to check.
If you find a loose connection on either the positive or negative cable, then you will want to
tighten it up. If you notice a lot of corrosion at the battery terminals , then you may want to clean
both the terminals and the cable ends before tightening everything up. In addition to checking
the connections at the battery, you can also trace both the positive and negative cables to make
sure that things are tight on the other ends as well. The positive cable will typically connect to a
junction block or main fuse block, and you can check those connections as well. Some vehicles
use fusible links, which are special wires that are designed to act like fuses and blow in order to
protect other components. These are necessary and valuable components in the situations
where they are used, but the issue is that fusible links can become brittle and somewhat less
than pliable as they age. A bad ignition switch is another likely culprit, although checking and
replacing one is a little more complicated than tightening battery cables. The electrical portion
of your ignition switch will typically be located somewhere in the steering column or dash, and
you may have to disassemble a variety of trim pieces to even gain access to it. Other ignition
components, like the coil and module, do not cause a vehicle to lose all electrical power when
they fail. When these components fail, the engine will die, but you'll still have battery power
available to run things like the headlights and radio. If you're experiencing a problem where the
engine died after you've been driving for a while, and then it starts back up after it has cooled
down, a bad ignition module may be the culprit. However, you shouldn't suspect the ignition
module if you're dealing with a problem where the vehicle loses all electrical power. In rare

cases where the alternator then starts working a little better, the electrical system may appear to
be in good working order again. Your best bet, in this case, would be to take your vehicle to a
repair shop or a parts store that has the necessary equipment to load test your battery and
check the output of your alternator. If the alternator is no good, then replacing itâ€”and the
battery, as running a battery dead repeatedly can cut its life short â€”may fix your problem.
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reviewed on Feb 20, Tweet Share Email. Alternator Provides power while the engine is running.
Lights will typically dim, and the engine may die. Battery Provides power necessary to start the
vehicle, and powers accessories when the engine is off. The vehicle won't start at all, or will
crank slowly. Driving a car with a dead battery can also damage the alternator. Fuses and
fusible links Provide a failsafe if something draws too much current. The engine may not start,
or you may suddenly lose all electrical power while driving. Ignition coil and other ignition
components Provides power to the spark plugs, and increases the voltage of the power
provided to the spark plugs. The engine may not start, or it may die while you're driving.
Electrical power will still be available, so your lights and radio will still function. Starter, starter
solenoid, or relay Physically rotates internal engine components until the process of internal
combustion can take over. The engine won't start. A bad starter, solenoid, or relay won't cause
a loss of electrical power. Was this page helpful? Thanks for letting us know! Email Address
Sign up There was an error. Please try again. You're in! Thanks for signing up. There was an
error. Tell us why! More from Lifewire. Provides power to the spark plugs, and increases the
voltage of the power provided to the spark plugs. Physically rotates internal engine components
until the process of internal combustion can take over. Home Articles Electrical System How
Electrical Systems Work A car's electrical system is not that complicated Every car's electrical
system is composed of a wiring harness that connects various computer, controllers, lights,
actuators, motors and switches. This electrical system is intergraded throughout the car to
communicate with each part using a central computer which runs the engine or main electric
motor. The battery is responsible for supplying power to the car while the engine is not running
but in electric cars the battery does all of the work while powering the motor. High amperage
circuits are designed with larger components to handle the load without failing. Common
maintenance includes inspecting electrical connectors that are visible including the battery
cables. The most common problems with electrical systems are a short or open circuit. A short
circuit is what happens when a wire has rubbed through to ground causing a fuse to blow. An
open circuit is what happens when a connection stops working because of a broken wire or a
bad conductivity. Low battery voltage can cause strange problems to the electrical components
of the car due to insufficient operating voltage. Because of the construction of wiring
connectors they can sometimes create high resistance which causes heat making the
connector have an open circuit. When performing wiring repairs a wiring schematic is
sometimes necessary to trace wires or locate a component. The electrical system of any vehicle
performs the same function. To deliver and monitor electrical power to various devices and
sensors while under control of the computer system or a passenger inside the car. Wiring
harness are groups of wires which are taped up in plastic tubes and routed around the car and
throughout the engine compartment. A wiring harness has many connectors that can serve as
an extension to the main harness which allows routing to devices which are located beyond the
reach of the main harness. Connectors are disconnected by depressing a small tab on the side
of the connector. Once apart the male side of the connector is designed with terminals that
protrude outward which fit into sockets on the female side. Electrical or wire connectors can
vary from a single terminal to many terminal depending on the application. Wire and connectors
vary in size due to different amperage loads for each circuit. A device connector is used to
connect to a particular item in the electrical system such as ignition coils which are shown in
the image below. A safety is used to securely attach the connector to a device which adds an
extra layer of protection from accidental disconnection. This safety clip must be removed before
the connector can be released. An electronic throttle control actuator is responsible for
metering air flow into the engine which controls engine speed. A throttle control sensor located
near the foot pedal supplies feedback data to the computer which activates the actuator. The
throttle control system is integrated into the ABS , cruise control and traction control systems.
In older vehicles throttle action was performed by a manually controlled throttle cable which is
actuated by the driver's right foot. The anti-lock brake system controller is an electronic system
that helps prevent the wheels from skidding in panic stop and is integrated into the traction

control system. Sensors provide feedback data to the main computer which in turn will
illuminate the brake warning light when fluid levels have decreased. Sensors such as the
camshaft angle sensors use thin metal windings which break a magnetic field as the shaft
rotates causing a pulse that is sensed by the computer. A power distribution center is used to
route positive battery power throughout the vehicle using relays and fuses. This center is
powered directly off of the positive post of the battery using a positive battery cable. Inside the
PDC are many fuses and relays which protect and control the many electrical circuits such as
fuel pump and fuel injection systems. Fuses are used to safeguard electrical circuits and are
designed to pop stopping the voltage flow in the event of a power overload or short circuit
protecting the circuit wire from burning. A set of control relays act as the main switching center
of the electrical power. These relay's act as electronic switches that are controlled by the
computer or by a manual switch. Once engaged the relay connects a circuit which activates a
particular device. A set of large amperage fuses protect high amperage circuits such as the
cooling fan, starter solenoid and headlights. A observation window is provided to inspect the
fuse's condition. Medium duty fuses are used to protect average amperage circuits such as
power windows and seat heaters. These fuses also provide an observation window which is
needed for inspection. Finally low amperage fuses are used to protect smaller amperage
circuits such as tail lights and interior lighting. These fuses are easily checked using a test
light. The battery supplies both positive and ground circuits which complete the electron cycle.
The positive side of the system circuit starts at the PDC provided by the battery. The automotive
battery is designed as an electrical storage device and is responsible for delivering electrical
power when the engine is not in operation. All batteries possess a negative ground and positive
power attribute of an electrical power system. These connections should be free of corrosion
and rust as contaminates hinder the proper operation of electrical circuits. A periodic
inspection and test of the battery is necessary to avoid roadside failures. Battery terminals can
develop corrosion due to the flow of ions. Terminal and cable cleaning is necessary to remedy
this condition. The negative side of the battery is connected to the body, frame and engine
block of the vehicle. These metal parts acts as a conductive connector for positive battery
power completing the electrical circuit. The alternator is powered by the engine connected by a
serpentine belt. This unit creates electrical power by utilizing a magnetized armature and outer
copper windings which are connected to the battery using brushes. While in operation engine
running this unit supplies electrical power for the vehicle while charging the battery at the same
time. The engine starter motor is designed to turn the engine over when the ignition switch is
activated. This device pulls the most amperage of all components encompassed within a
vehicle except in hybrid and electric vehicles. The ignition switch is what controls the electrical
system within a locking mechanism that utilizes a key for security. These keys possess a
frequency chip as an added theft deterrent. An information control center is used for interior
controls such cell phone, GPS and audio system adjustments. Electronic climate controls
enable the driver and passenger to adjust temperature in a particular section of the vehicle such
as engaging the air conditioner or heater. The car's instrument cluster is used to monitor engine
and others system by using gauges and warning lights. There and many switches that are used
to control various items such as door locks and headlights. These switches are user controlled
and can be overridden by the main computer. Interior lighting controls are automatically
illuminated by the BCM computer. They can also be controlled by the driver or passenger. The
lighting system is used to illuminate the vehicle for safety and for convenience. The rear lights
include, tail, brake, reverse and license plate bulbs. The front of a vehicle is designed with
headlights, front running, side marker and blinker bulbs. If you have any electrical system
questions , please visit our forum. We hope you enjoyed this guide and video. We are creating a
full set of car repair guides. Please subscribe to our 2CarPros YouTube channel and check back
often for new videos which are uploaded almost every day. Home Articles Electrical System.
How Electrical Systems Work. A car's electrical system is not that complicated Every car's
electrical system is composed of a wiring harness that connects various computer, controllers,
lights, actuators, motors and switches. What Goes Wrong? Let's Get Started The electrical
system of any vehicle performs the same function. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Information
Labs. Wiring diagrams Detailed wiring diagrams. Car stereo removal guides How-to-guides Ask
the pro's. Remote entry programming guides Radio unlock codes E-books. All the help you
need for the installation and wiring of car stereo and electronic accessories! Car stereo and
security wiring diagrams and wire color codes, for all makes and models. Whether your
installing your new car stereo or security system, car stereo and security wiring color codes are
a must! Step by step car stereo and audio removal guides. Everything you need to know about
removing your car stereo and installing your car stereo. Our audio install guides make any
project a breeze! Have a question about your project? Whether your installing a pair of speakers

or designing that dream car stereo system. We can help! At radio-code. How-to-guides for
installing, wiring, and troubleshooting your car audio equipment and accessories! Great for
installing car stereo, speakers, mobile video, Ipod integration to factory radio and more! NEW
Vehicle product finder Installing that big new shiny amplifier into your car? Don't waste
precious time trying to remove panels, dash plates or the good old door panel. With Vehicle
Product Finder we can locate just about any factory installed device in your car. From factory
installed amplifiers to remote keyless entry modules. Why choose us? With over 25 years of
experience in the field of automotive electronics and accessories, Mobile information Labs has
become the industry's leading resource for help with the installation of car stereo, security and
accessories. Instant access to your information. Vehicles specific wiring color codes, including
Audio and Security. Car stereo installation guides - Car stereo removal. Detailed wiring
diagrams for factory amplified audio systems, such as Bose, Premium Sound, Monsoon and
more. Technical assistance from some of the leading installers in the industry. Looking for your
next do-it-yourself project? Learn the ins and outs of home security systems at safemart. About
Us. Contact Us. Wiring diagrams. Detailed wiring diagrams. Car stereo removal guides. Ask the
pro's. Remote entry programming guides. Radio unlock codes. Car stereo and security wiring.
Ask the pros. Car stereo radio unlock codes. How-to-guides Encyclopedia. Can't find your
factory car stereo radio unlock code? Remote programming guides. E- books. Remote entry
programming guides, give you step by step programming for your factory remote entry. NEW
Vehicle product finder. Installing that big new shiny amplifier into your car? For more help on
the installation of your car stereo, security system, amplifier and more, check out:. Site map.
Privacy Policy. According to previous the traces at a sony car stereo wiring diagram signifies
wires. Use the diagrams to properly match each with its appropriate wire from the car. Wiring
diagram for car audio system. It may save y. Free vehicle specific wiring diagrams available
upon request. Sometimes the wires will cross. Bmw m3 e92 zcp. Whether your an expert
installer or a novice enthusiast an automotive wiring diagram can save yourself. This wiring
diagram shows how a full blown car audio system upgrade gets wired in a car. For power
ground and speaker wires the lower the number and thicker the wire the better. How to wire a
full car audio system. But it does not imply connection between the cables. According to this
wiring diagram the 12v should taken from f in the trunk. Injunction of two wires is generally
indicated by black dot in the junction of 2 lines. The 12 volt constant power wire is usually
yellow or blue though it may be a number of colors coming from the car. The system depicted
includes new speakers an aftermarket receiver a 4 channel amp for the front and rear pairs of
full range speakers and a mono amp for a subwoofer. Bmw parts 3 e90 i diagram selection. The
ground wire for the stereo will be black as will its corresponding wire from the car. Build your
own diagram from scratch full system wiring computer cable boxsatellite dvd player game
system receiver cable box vcr dvd player game system to tv using s video digital optical cable
with digital optical audio to receiver receiver not required to be on. Individual audio system door
audio wiring harness. Car stereo wiring diagrams car radio wiring car radio wiring colors car
radio wire car radio connections wiring diagram car radio wire. Including lighting engine stereo
hvac wiring diagrams. The rest of the harness wires are for the speakers. This simplified
diagram shows how a full blown car audio system upgrade gets wired in a car. If you have the
chance of using 6 gauge wires as your power instead of 8 then do so. Individual audio system
door front. The system includes a 4 channel amp for the front and rear pairs of full range
speakers and a mono amp for a subwoofer. Dec the retrofit should also be possible with only
stereo system. Follow the general rule. If there is no ground wire you can secure the ground
cable to bare metal in the body of the car to serve as a ground. Car Stereo Wiring Diagrams
Director. Audio Systems. Electro Wiring Circuit. Twitter Facebook Google Tumblr Pinterest.
Artikel Terkait. Having a car alarm wiring diagram makes installing a car alarm easy. Find the
car alarm wiring diagram you need to install your car security and save time. Scroll down and
find the car alarm wire guide you need. Every car alarm wiring diagram contains information
from other people who own the same car as you. Our site provides wire colors and schematics
for specific makes and models for people installing alarms into their vehicles. Your email
address will not be published. Skip to content. Car Alarm Wiring Diagrams. The best part?
Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright
by ModifiedLife. Acura Alarm Wiring Diagrams. Audi Alarm Wiring Schematics. Buick Alarm
Installation Instructions. Cadillac Alarm Wiring Diagrams. Chevrolet Alarm Wiring Guides.
Chrysler Alarm Wiring Schematics. Daewoo Alarm Wiring Charts. Dodge Alarm Wiring
Diagrams. Eagle Security Wire Diagrams. Ford Security Wiring Diagrams. Geo Security Wiring
Guides. Honda Security Wiring Charts. Hummer Security Installation Guides. Hyundai Security
Wiring Diagrams. Infiniti Security Wiring Guides. Isuzu Security Wiring Schematics. Jeep
Security Wiring Charts. Kia Security Wiring Diagrams. Lexus Alarm Wire Diagrams. Mazda

Alarm Wire Schematics. Mercedes Benz Alarm Wire Charts. Mercury Alarm Installation Guides.
Mini Alarm Wire Diagrams. Mitsubishi Alarm Wire Guides. Nissan Alarm Wire Schematics.
Oldsmobile Alarm Wire Charts. Plymouth Alarm Wire Diagrams. Pontiac Security Wiring Guides.
Saab Security Wire Guides. Saturn Security Wire Schematics. Scion Security Wire Charts.
Subaru Security Install Guides. Suzuki Security Wire Diagrams. Toyota Security Wire Guides.
Volkswagen Security Wire Schematics. Volvo Security Wire Charts. Buying and wiring your own
car stereo speaker can be one of the best cost-effective tasks that you can do for your car.
Aftermarket speakers are relatively inexpensive, and the work done to install them is not as
hard as you might think. Wiring of stereo speakers varies from car to car. The type of wiring
depends on mounting depth and height and speaker location too. Some installations might be
plain sailing where only a screwdriver might be necessary. However some installations might
not be that simple, especially in the case of component speakers. Factory speakers are
generally the weakest part of a sound system. Many people replace the head unit but never
re-install new speakers, because they do not know how. This would lead to little improvement in
sound quality. An important precaution when wiring car stereo speakers is to never work on the
electrical system of your car if the ground wire is still attached to your battery. Failure to abide
to this precaution can result in electric shock! Furthermore you could also damage the
speakers. Obviously, to install your new speakers you need to remove the old ones. To do this
you must first remove the panels as well as the grills which cover your old speakers. Then
remove and disconnect their wiring. Be careful and attentive when dealing with the old wiring as
it might come in handy later when installing the new speakers. If you are opting to replace the
speaker and reinstall a new one in the same location, you can use the old wiring. However if you
have decided to put the new speakers in a new location you will have to put in some new wiring.
New wiring should ideally be left to professionals as it is quite a strenuous task to hide wiring
behind the trim panels of the car. Also new wiring must be established and properly grounded
in such a manner so as to prevent short circuits, engine noises and vibrations. Therefore for
safety reasons it is best to leave this part of this task to professionals. Standard factory-made
wiring is nearly always color coded. You have two options when dealing with factory wiring.
Either buy a harness to convert the factory plug to fit properly to your new speakers or remove
the factory plug by cutting it out and attach the terminal ends of the wires directly to the
speaker. When cutting wires keep in mind that stripper wires might be needed to expose fresh
pieces of copper wire that are needed to work with. As you might have already observed there
are two colors of wires emerging from the standard factory speaker. The black wire is usually
the negative wire and should be attached to the negative terminal on the speaker. The solid or
white striped wire is the positivel and should be attached on the positive terminal on the
speaker. Do not reverse the polarity of the speakers as opposing speakers will technically
cancel each other out. Once you have installed the speakers, make sure they are surrounded by
padded material, otherwise vibrations of the speakers would result in sub-optimal sound. Wiring
your car stereo speakers from an existing factory speaker route can be quite easy, but as
mentioned previously, new wiring should always be left to professionals. We welcome your
comments and suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may
freely link to this site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our
Privacy Policy here. Toggle navigation subscribe. Written by Jean-Pierre Catania. To ensure our
content is always up-to-date with current information, best practices, and professional advice,
articles are routinely reviewed by industry experts with years of hands-on experience. How to
Install an Electronic Water Timer. Related Posts How to get good quality sound on my patio. To
start, I don't know much about stereos, speakers etc. Read More. Connect 4 speakers to a 2
speaker Stereo. Fixing an automotive stereo. If you have experience with circuit boards, audio,
or car stereos, I could Hi, Wiring my den for surround sound before we hang the sheetrock. The
T Adding an extra speaker to shelf stereo. I would like Jeep Patriot car stereo pinout connector.
I need to change the car stereo, but a need to know the pinout of the stere Popular Articles. How
to Install a Car Stereo Speaker. By Lori Boyd. Troubleshooting a Car Stereo Speaker. By Tim
Bossie. By Sarah Coghlan. Electrical Wiring System in Car. The parts of the Electrical Wiring
System in Car:. Charging System. Alternator Self Starter Ignition System. Battery: If you do not
know then know that each car has the battery of 12V or 24V. Most of the modern cars have the
12V battery. Now you can ask that if the cars mechanically drive then why they have Battery?
The answer is for the starting system, Ignition System, lighting system battery is required. For
the charging the battery the car has an alternator which is connected with the Engine. When the
car is running the alternator generates AC power supply which is used to charge the battery
after rectification. The rectifier is installed inside the alternator. The alternator also has a relay
mechanism inside it that disconnected the battery from the alternator when the battery is fully
charged. Engine Starting system in Car:. Ignition system increase the battery voltage

approximately more than 20KV to produce the Spark. For the operation of this equipments
Electric Power supply is needed which is taken from the alternator and the battery. I hope you
have understood the parts of the car electric wiring system. You may see the lights and others
equipment are connected with a single wire. Less conductor required. As less conductor
required the circuits will be simple. Easily a fault can be detected. A high amount of current can
flow through it so we do not need thick conductors. You May Also Like:. When Capacitor store
more Energy Series or Parallel connection? Why Ceramic Capacitors mostly used in Electronic
Circuit than others? Why thickness of Insulation depends on Voltage not Current? Differences
and Full Forms. Why Semiconductor does not obey Ohm's Law? Which connection is better for
Capacitor Bank Star or Delta? What is the Meaning of mAh in Battery? Difference between
Analogue, Digital, and Power Electronics. Search on this website. Popular Articles. Purchase
Image. Powered by Blogger. It would be impossible to remove one of these systems fuel, for
example and still have a car that drives. Here is a quick overview of electrical system
components and a look into how conventional gas engine-powered vehicles use electricity.
Actually, every object has an electrical charge, but most are so small they are impossible to
detect. To power something like a motor, we have developed man made chemical cells with high
electric potential: batteries. Batteries in turn lend power to starting, charging and security
systems, lights, ABS, computers, sensors, climate control and onboard accessories. They are
probably the first thing you think of when you hear about electricity in automotive applications,
but batteries are far from alone in running the system. There are two types of electricity,
alternating current AC and direct current DC. When batteries discharge they emit a constant DC
power in one direction, supplying electricity through the positive terminal to the negative. Most
automotive components require this DC charge to work properly, but it is limited because
batteries will eventually discharge completely, with no remaining power to give. To address this
problem, cars also have alternators. Alternators are actually small generators capable of turning
mechanical into electrical energy. Driven by the engine belt, alternators use a small signal from
the battery to energize a field current that turns a rotor inside a set of stators. Since this energy
is driven by the polarity of magnetic fields, the current produced as a result changes direction
as the rotor turns, producing current in opposite or alternating directions hence AC. Alternators
produce significantly higher currents than initially supplied by the battery, so they are used to
recharge the battery itself and power other electrical components. Most components, however,
require DC current to run. The solution is a set of diodes that serve as a kind of electrical check
valve for current coming out of the alternator. Diodes only allow current to flow in one direction,
so when AC goes in on one side, only DC comes out on the other. The other major issue within
a car electrical system is that not all components tolerate t
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he same amount of current strength or amperage. Therefore, the system must include voltage
regulators and fuses to moderate flow and protect components that cannot handle the
amperage supplied by the alternator. Fuses protect circuits when placed in front of the load
component. The electrical system is a complex but essential part of what keeps your car
starting, running, charging and doing the little, but important, things like locking the doors.
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